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Breaking the Chains of Poverty through Education and Formation
Dear Friends, Volunteers, and Supporters,
We welcome and invite you to join us in service to the people of Guatemala by becoming a
volunteer with one or more of the dozens of GOD’S CHILD Project-sponsored health, education,
orphan-care, human rights, and community development, health programs in Central America.
See first-hand how La Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados and the other GOD’S CHILD Projectnetworked programs work hand-in-hand to alleviate the suffering of thousands of our poorest
brothers and sisters in Central America. At the same time, you will learn about and live among
the region’s unique Maya-Latina culture.
Part of your trip will be spent working on simple, yet life-changing home-improvement projects
such as simple homes, pouring concrete floors in shacks (to reduce illness and infection), or laying
water pipes along a mountainside trail. No construction experience or Spanish is necessary (even
though a willingness to get dirty and serve is).
A volunteer experience provides you the opportunity to change lives by taking part in
meaningful volunteer-centered cultural immersion. For travelers interested in gaining a realistic
sense of life in Guatemala, optional excursions are part of each volunteer experience:

• Visit Lake Atitlan, one of the most beautiful lakes in the world surrounded by towering
volcanoes and vibrant Indian villages
• Visit Chichicastenango, a centuries old Indian highland pueblo with one of the best
outdoor traditional arts and crafts markets in Central America
• Explore the history, traditions, and opportunities to purchase native handicrafts from
around the country
• Explore ancient and mysterious pyramids in Iximche and Tikal in the northern tropical
jungles of El Petén

Our children and staff look forward to having you with us. On the following pages, you will find
the International Volunteer Guidebook. This Guidebook will help coordinate your entire
planning process, answer any questions you may have, and provide you with the history and
policies of our program. Please read it over to its entirety. All information is necessary for
everyone to read.
We look forward to having you join us in serving the people of Guatemala!
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History of The GOD’S CHILD Project/La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados

I

n July of 1983, The GOD’s CHILD Project Founder Patrick Atkinson was asked to go to
Guatemala, Central America, to temporarily direct an orphanage who’s executive director
needed a break from the stress and danger of those violent times. Atkinson’s appointment as
orphanage direct soon became permanent and he spent the next seven years pioneering health,
educational and childcare centers in Guatemala, Mexico, Honduras, and Panama, as well as
directing and participating in human rights efforts in El Salvador, Colombia, and Haiti.
Unfortunately, after Patrick Atkinson’s return to the United States, care for these children
deteriorated to the point where many of the adolescents now found themselves homeless with
no support. In 1989, letters began to arrive asking for help. One boy, in particular, wrote,
“Patrick, you were like a father to us and we loved having you here before, but now is when we
need you the most. If you come back, we promise not to steal from you anymore.”
The decisions to return to Guatemala and begin what was believed to be a short-term, immediate
care program was made in November of 1990. The name, The GOD’S CHILD Project, was
chosen because Patrick was the godfather to so many of these initial children who were his
godchildren through baptism, confirmation or by request. The new charity’s organizational plan
was very simple: to care for 35 or so of the neediest children for three years while these children
finished growing up. More and more children, however, kept coming.
On March 8th, 1996, a 21,000 square foot piece of property that had formerly been used as a
public garbage dump was purchased in the San Felipe district of Antigua, Guatemala.
Development on this property began in 1997 and several adjoining pieces have been purchased
since then. This San Felipe property is the home of The DREAMER Center, the educational,
healthcare, and community center for La Asociacion Nuestros Ajihados, and many public regional
activities and self-help groups.

“Tell Me, I’ll Forget
Show Me, I’ll Remember
Involve Me, I’ll Understand”
-Chinese Proverb
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LA REPUBLICA DE GUATEMALA

Guatemala, the History

Centuries before Christopher Columbus even thought about coming to the Americas, the Mayan
civilization had already flourished in Guatemala. The Mayans left indelible traces of their
extraordinary astronomical, medical, and scientific knowledge.
The Mayan civilization flourished until it began to decline in the 12th century. It finally collapsed
completely under the brutal treatment of the Spanish conquerors in the early 16th century.
Modern Guatemala is filled with the ruins and remnants of its glorious Mayan past: temples, huge
stone carvings, tombs, sacrificial sites, and private and public museums all attest to the grandeur
of this national heritage.
With the arrival of the Spanish conquerors in the early 16th century, Guatemala became the administrative
capital for most of Central America. She was granted independence along with Mexico from Spain in 1821
but soon seceded from Mexico and, along with other Central American countries, established the United
Provinces of Central America. This federation collapsed in 1839 and Guatemala became autonomous and
independent.

Guatemala, the Country

The main center for La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados is located in Antigua, Sacatepéquez, once
the colonial center of Central America. Antigua, with its population of 35,000, has a large
American expatriate community and in recent years has become a major destination for Spanish
students and tourists. The hazard of spending too much time in Antigua is that one begins to
think all of Guatemala is like this. It is important for volunteers to venture away from Antigua
and Guatemala City to experience the “real” Guatemala.

Location: Lying between Mexico (to the North), El Salvador (to the South), Honduras and 50
miles of Caribbean coastline (to the east), and over 200 miles of Pacific Ocean coastline (to the
west).

Weather: The average annual temperature is around 75 degrees F (20 degrees C). In the coastal
regions the temperature regularly reaches 100 degrees F (37 degrees C). In the highlands it can
drop to freezing. Because of the overall high altitude of Guatemala, in general the nights are
quite cool year round. In the Central Highlands (where Antigua is located), the rainy season lasts
from April to November while on the coast lands there may be rainfall year-round.
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Land: Guatemala’s central mountain mass divides the country into
two systems: the Sierra Madres, which runs along the Pacific
Ocean, and the Cuchumatanes Range, which crosses the middle of
the country East to West and runs into the Caribbean Sea.
Another feature that dominates the Guatemalan landscape is its
active network of more than 30 volcanoes, 85% of which are still
active. This highly active volcanic field has produced several
devastating and fatal earthquakes, the last of which was in 1991.
Natural disasters have plagued this tiny country with volcanic
eruptions, floods, and heavy earthquakes throughout the centuries.
Mild earthquakes and tremors are so common that they are
accepted as a part of everyday life. Heavier earthquakes continue
to cause fear and panic, especially among those living in mud
adobe huts (where casualties are usually the highest).
The worst recorded natural disaster to strike the Western Hemisphere occurred in Guatemala on
February 4th, 1976, when an earthquake registering 7.5 on the Richter scale struck at 3 a.m. This
quake lasted a devastating 20 seconds and sent shock waves as far north as Kansas and as far
South as Costa Rica. The most accurate count available is that more than one million people were
left homeless, 23,000 were killed, and 77,000 were injured. An exact number will never be
known since entire mountain villages disappeared beneath crumbling mountains and whole
sections of slum neighborhoods slid into open gulches. Many of the children cared for and
educated by La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados lost parents, siblings, or other relatives during this
1976 earthquake.

Guatemala, the Economy

Cash Crops: Coffee is the major contributor to the economy of Guatemala and is grown on
shade-covered hillsides throughout the Central and Upper Highlands. Other basic agricultural
crops are cotton, cocoa, corn, beans, bananas, sugarcane, vegetables, flowers and fruits.

Tourism: In recent years, tourism has come into play as a very important source of national
income; it is now the second highest source of foreign exchange for the country.

Agriculture: Although industry is rapidly establishing a wide base within Guatemala, agriculture
still employs about 50% of the nation’s workers. Very few of these workers, however, actually
own the land that they work on and those that do are often unable to produce enough food to
live on.

Income & Unemployment: Guatemala’s annual per capita income is about $1,000USD. This
figure is misleading, though, since a rural farmer may earn less than $100USD a year.
Unemployment is estimated at 20% nationwide and underemployment is as high as 65%.
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Currency: The Guatemalan currency is the Quetzal and is named after the

beautiful, long-tailed bird of the Ancient Mayans rumored to carry special
mystical powers. The quetzal bird is now exceptionally rare, and lives mostly in
the Coban region of Guatemala and a few parts of the Andes.

Guatemala, the People

Overview: Guatemala is Central America’s most varied and densely populated country.

Guatemala is a nation rich in Mayan indigenous culture. Weavings, traditional dress, native
languages, and unique religious ceremonies all stand witness to the social wealth of this nation.

Nationalities: About eighty percent of the Guatemalan population is indigenous descendants of

the Mayan people. Mestizos, a name given to people whose ethnic background is a blending of
Spanish and Mayan peoples, make up the largest portion of this population. There are also
twenty-two ethnic groups, the descendants of the original Mayan Indians, most of whom live in
remote mountain villages and keep the cultural heritage of their ancestors. On the Caribbean
coast there is a large enclave of people whose origins lie in Africa and whose descendants escaped
from Haitian slavery. A very small percentage of the population is comprised of pure Spanish
and other nationalities.

Dress: The local tipica (the native clothing of

Guatemala worn by the Guatemalan Mayan
people) is among the most beautiful in the world.
It is woven in traditional Mayan weaves, is
intricately embroidered with individual family
history, and varies in color and pattern from
village to village. Guatemalans love fiestas and
celebrate them with music and color at every
opportunity.
The non-Mayans of Guatemala, as well as many
of the Mayans who have settled in the urban
areas of the nation’s larger cities, use the same
types of clothing that are used in North America and Europe.

Language: Though Spanish is the official language, variations of 23 local Mayan languages are
spoken. While the Mayan languages were formally and aggressively discouraged by the Spanish
conquerors, missionaries, and later Latino governments, there is now an official effort to renew
and preserve each of these dialects. La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados and The GOD’S CHILD
Project actively support these efforts.

Religion: Religion is a very important part of Guatemala life with Roman Catholicism and

Protestantism being the dominant religions. Many of the Mayans and Latinos continue to
worship centuries old Mayan nature gods. These beliefs may involve the use of colors, the
burning of different candles, the quiet and not-so-quiet invocations of certain names or spirits,
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and a rigid following of ceremony.

Living Conditions: Living conditions for Guatemala’s

rural poor or those who live in the urban slums are too
difficult for most people to imagine. In the countryside,
their one room shacks are usually made from cane or corn
stalks lashed vertically together. Other shacks are made of
unreinforced hard-packed mud bricks called adobe. The
floors are hard-packed dirt and the roofs may be covered
with palm branches, grass, or pieces of tin, plastic, or scrap
wood.
The Overseas Development Council, which measures the
quality of life in countries on a scale of 1 to 100, lists the physical quality of life in Guatemala at
53 (the United States is rated at 96).

Life Expectancy: The life expectancy in Guatemala is just 71 years (as compared to 79 years in
the United States). Eight out of every 100 children die in their infancy. Poor nutrition coupled
with poor sanitary conditions result in parasite-caused diarrhea which is the main cause of infant
mortality.

Health: Most of the nation’s modern medical facilities are centered in four of the largest cities.

Pneumonia, measles, whooping cough, tuberculosis, polio, and bronchitis are often fatal diseases
in Guatemala. AIDS and HIV are rapidly spreading diseases due to the nation’s policy of legalized
prostitution.
Poor sanitary conditions nationwide have led to the current cholera and dengue epidemics which
periodically sweep the nation. These problems are aggravated by shortages of clean water; the
same water is often used to drink, cook, wash in, and flush latrines before being allowed to
continue its flow downstream where it is used once again.

Nutrition: The average nutritional intake is about 2,000

calories per day with carbohydrates comprising 80% of these
calories and proteins only about 10%. The average diet is
usually quite deficient in vitamin A and riboflavin, both of
which are essential for growth and resistance to disease. There
is a great lack of the animal protein normally needed for
healthy growth. Remember....these are the national averages.
The personal diet of the very poor (among whom La
Asociación Nuestros Ahijados works) is much worse.
The rural Guatemalan lives on a diet of corn and black beans. Fruit is rarely available except
where it is grown, and is almost never found in isolated rural and mountain villages. Milk, rice,
bread, and green vegetables are luxuries that the poor can very seldom afford.
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Guatemala, the Typical Family

Marriage: Couples who get married must have a civil ceremony performed for the marriage to
be considered legal. If they wish, the couple may also have a religious ceremony performed in a
church. It is very common for couples to live together and raise a family without having been
married in an official ceremony. Such common-law couples are referred to in legal terms as
“unidos.”

Names: As a general rule, most Guatemalans have four names: two first names and two last

names, i.e. Juan Carlos Sanchez Morales. The first last name (Sanchez) comes from the father and
the second last name (Morales) comes from the mother. If a child has only one last name, it is the
mother’s and this would result from the father not being listed on the birth certificate.

Family Unit: While the family is considered the most

important part of life in Guatemala, the families served by
La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados lack the intact family
structure of both parents and their children; the fathers are
almost always absent. Some of these fathers are dead or
have disappeared, others have abandoned their families,
and still others are alcoholics and abusive. Some of the
mothers are prostitutes (which is legal in Guatemala). On
rare occasion, the mother has taken her children and
abandoned an abusive husband.

Children: The children we work with often live in an extended family unit, which may include

grandparents, aunts, uncles, and the mother’s new husband or boyfriend. Some children live with
kind strangers who have taken them off the streets.

Gender Roles: Gender roles in Guatemala are clearly

defined among the different Mayan and Latino sub-cultures,
and a sense of machismo (strong or aggressive masculine
pride) is pervasive. This tradition is slowly beginning to
change, however, and in many intact families, men and
women share equally in making decisions as well as share the
responsibilities for the home and family.
Generally, however, women in Guatemala carry the heavier
burden among the families. This can be clearly seen within the families that La Asociación Nuestros
Ahijados works with; it is the women who will keep the family together by their abilities to manage
complicated situations. Most woman find some type of employment such as selling tortillas, taking
in laundry, working in hotels or acting as maids in the homes of the wealthy. Patrick Atkinson uses
realistic tongue-in-cheek humor when he describes Guatemala as “a paternalistic country run by
women”.
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Guatemala, the Education System

The Guatemalan education system can be broken down into the following divisions:

Parvulos – nursery school, one year
Kinder – kindergarten, one year
Primaria – elementary school, grades one through six
Básico – junior high; grades seven through nine
Diversificado – high school/junior college; grades ten through twelve. It is at the Diversificado
level that many degrees are obtained, i.e. accountant, computer programmer, school teacher,
nurse, etc
Universidád – university, generally five years

The education system consists of public and private institutions. “Colegio” is the term used for private
schools. The private schools are more expensive to attend, but they do not necessarily provide a
superior education to a public school, especially at the primaria and básico levels.
All schools, public and private, charge school fees and require students to purchase uniforms,
textbooks, and supplies. As a result, the cost of education, even in ‘free’ pubic school is prohibitive to
many. In addition, many extremely poor families recognize the additional cost of the child’s time, and
keep the child from attending school so that they can instead invest their time in collecting firewood,
begging on the streets, collecting tin cans, etc.
In general the school year runs from January through October. The children attend school half days,
some attend in the morning and others in the afternoon.
In some rural and urban areas, the quality of education
offered to the children is shockingly poor. In these areas,
assigned teachers are often far from their homes and
families and it’s understood they’ll take Fridays off to
travel home and Mondays off to travel back to school.
Public school teachers are generally well-paid, lower
middle-class public employees. As a body they are
politically powerful with specific issues. They enjoy
health, retirement, and vacation benefits that private
school teachers don’t have.
The Project’s school year also runs from January through October, with an additional optional school
vacation, or reinforcement, school during October and November.
With the exception of residential and essential services, the entire Project in Central America closes
down during December so that staff can take their annual vacation time, and families can work
together to make and sell home crafts for the Christmas season.
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Specialized Schools: La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados sends many of its students to a specialized

accelerated education school in Antigua called Centro Escolar San Jose. This school was co-founded
and directed by Patrick Atkinson during the 1980's and early 1990’s, and was founded to help poor
children catch-up with their peers academically. Recognizing the level of poverty of its student
population base, it was established with no requirements for school fees, uniforms, or paid lunches or
textbooks, and all children were welcomed.
Like most of The GOD’S CHILD Project and Asociaciٕón Nuestros schools, Centro Escolar San Jose is
recognized and accredited by the Ministry of Education and is qualified to pass students two academic
years in one calendar year. Centro Escolar San Jose was financed in its entirety by La Asociación
Nuestros Ahijados until September of 1995 when it was made an official government school.
La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados finances and supports the Hermano Pedro Special School for
physically and mentally challenged children from very poor families.
Escuela Publica Lic. Patricio Atkinson is an attention-focused public grade school in Chiquimulia,
targeted specifically for the children of transient sugar cane cutters and the informal industries that
support these transient workers.

ORGANIZING AN INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Volunteer Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age 21 or older
Age 18-20 require an interview in person or via phone by US staff
Motivated by a desire to serve others
Self-sufficient, mature, and flexible
In good health
The ability to speak Spanish is useful for some of the roles the volunteers perform and is
necessary for others. Volunteers with advanced Spanish skills usually spend time working
directly with the families and children.

Application Process:

Submit a completed application and request to US office including areas of interest, strengths, and
special skills. There is an administration fee once your plans are confirmed. This fee is non-refundable.
If you are interested in being a Long-Term 2 year volunteer, please specify in your request for further
information

Transportation:

We can help arrange for private shuttle pickup to and from the airport. This fee is $35 USD for up to 3
people, each way, paid directly to your driver.

Room and Board:

The Asociacion Nuestros Ahjiados can place volunteers with a local host family. This arrangement
includes lodging and 3 meals a day (except Sundays). This costs $11 USD/day per person, paid directly
to your host family.
the space for you.
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INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
There are several ways for an Individual Volunteer to put his or her talents to good use in Guatemala.
Listed below are the various centers and clinics an individual volunteer can help out at as well as other
opportunities to utilize your gifts.

The Dreamer Center

Casa Jackson

Our Dreamer Center provides an education for 200
students. All of these students come from an extreme
poverty, and the mission of our school is to break that
vicious cycle through education for future generations.
Volunteers at the school can do a variety of activities
such as crafts with the kids, reading to them, teaching
English, assisting teachings in the classrooms, serving
them breakfast and lunch, and more.
Requirements: Conversational level of Spanish to be
able to interact with the children and teachers in the
classroom. No Spanish is required for teaching English
or working on the projects in the library. TEFL helpful.

This is our center for malnourished infants and young
children up to 5 years old. Casa Jackson is a 24-hour
hospital that focuses on treatment of the babies as well
as education on malnutrition and support to families
and communities.
Volunteers are constantly needed to provide direct
care to our recovering children. There is a direct
correlation between stimulation and weight gain, and
because of this one of our most important positions is
that of Hugger and Holder. Volunteers help with the
feeding, bathing, and changing of diapers, as well as
with the general maintenance of the house.
Requirements: Just a love and compassion for the
children. Spanish is not necessary, since the most
important form of communication is non-verbal.

The Scheel Center

Our technical and vocational school for children ages 10
and older. Many of the 120 students currently enrolled
come from troubled backgrounds, including
participation in gangs and drugs. After fulfilling the
initial objective of educating the children (there are
several accelerated classes), the school also offers many
other services for the children including classes in
carpentry, physical education, art, cooking, and
computer skills, and typing. Nutritious meals, health
care, and psychological care are also provided.
Volunteers at The Scheel Center can participate in a
number of different activities including crafts with the
kids, assisting teachers in the classrooms, aiding our
carpentry program, helping kitchen staff prepare and
serve meals, organizing physical activities,
administrative work, and assisting the Director with
specific side projects.

Albergue Santa Madre
The local homeless shelter provides a temporary
refuge for children and adults requiring alternative
living arrangements and is open 3 nights a week. This
program provides a warm meal, a safe place to sleep,
and a place to shower every night. Nuestros Ahijados
also sponsors a rehab clinic and will provide free
transportation and services for those in need.
Volunteers are needed to help plate food and serve it
to the members in the shelter. You are welcome to
interact with the people and children, all the while
encouraging them.
Requirements: Spanish is not required.

Requirements: Conversational level of Spanish to be
able to interact with the children and teachers in the
classrooms. There are other areas which do not require
a lot of Spanish, just a desire to help children.
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Psychological Clinic

The Atkinson Family Clinics

This department offers free psychological support to
the children and families participating in the Project,
including one-on-one therapy and group therapy.
Our psychologist also runs weekly “Mother’s Club”
meetings with 500 participants, who receive talks on
basic life skills, self-esteem, learning new crafts, etc.
Volunteers assist our psychologist in therapy sessions,
work with small groups of women, and help organize
weekly meetings with the Mother’s Club.
Requirements: To provide therapy, you must be
fluent in Spanish and fully licensed. To help with the
Mother’s Club, Spanish is not required, but highly
recommended. A license is not required to work with
the Mother’s Club.

The main facility provides free health and dental care to
children and families participating in the Project as well
as for members of the community.
Volunteers help organize the pharmacy, work directly
with the patients, and accompany our teams into the
communities when there are planned field clinics.
Requirements: Must have a license and an advanced
level of Spanish.

Gardening/Construction
If you want to get your hands dirty, there are plenty
of projects to be done around The Dreamer Center as
well as at other connected locations in Antigua.
Volunteers help with building, painting, and
gardening projects.
Requirements: Good physical health.

The Social Work Department
The guias (social workers) conduct home visits to
families participating in the Project. The social work
department coordinates food and clothing drives and
assists with disaster relief efforts when necessary,
including a fresh vegetable distribution every Friday at
The Dreamer Center.
Volunteers accompany social workers on home visits
and help hand out vegetables at the food distribution to
several hundred mothers.
Requirements: Spanish is not required, but helpful to
understand conversation between our social workers
and families. You will be walking a lot during visits. It is
good to carry about Q10-Q15 in small bills/coins to
cover bus rides.

Administration
Nuestros Ahijados has many administrative
departments including scholarship, sponsorship
(Padrinos), accounting, grants, volunteer
coordination, and many more.
Volunteers can help with the data-input, organization,
internet research, filing, paperwork, journalism, etc.
within our departments. There are also continuous
projects to help find media/press contacts and
organize fundraisers. There are always many
translation projects.
Requirements: Knowledge of Microsoft, Excel, and
other mediums used. Must be fluent in Spanish and
English if helping with translation.
**These are the main areas where volunteers are needed, but not the only areas. We always welcome
your individual interests and talents.
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COSTS AND FINANCES
Below are the costs you should configure into your planning.

Registration Fee. A $145 USD per person, non-refundable, non-transferable registration fee is

required to reserve your dates, no later than 2 months prior to your planned departure. $100.00USD
of this deposit covers the administrative, coordination, and up-front expenses incurred by The GOD’S
CHILD Project and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados, your application and background check fee, and
orientation. $45USD of this deposit is the cost of mandatory international insurance coverage for 14
days. It will cost an additional $2.16USD per day for international insurance if you stay more than 14
days in Guatemala.

International Travelers Insurance. Each volunteer is automatically enrolled with an international

health and medical evacuation insurance program. This enrollment is mandatory since many, if not
most, stateside insurance programs will not cover you if you become ill or injured while overseas.
Your $145 registration fee covers up to 14 days of coverage, including the days of arrival and
departure. It does not include any days you may personally decide to ‘add-on’ before or after your
ServiceTeam Experience. If you plan to come early or stay longer, we STRONGLY recommend you
purchase additional insurance coverage, and if you ask we can help you to obtain that coverage. You
are required to review your ServiceTeam-provided insurance coverage to decide if you believe it is
sufficient, or if you would like to acquire additional, independent insurance coverage. The GOD’S
CHILD Project and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados act only as registration agents for this insurance
program, and are not responsible for any claims, filings, reimbursements, future communications or
interactions between you or any ServiceTeam participant, group or leader, and any insurance company
or health care provider.

Host Family: If you decide to stay with a with a pre-selected, well-regarded Guatemalan host family

provided by Asociación Nuestros Ahijados, you will pay $11 USD per day directly to the family, in
Quetzals. This includes 3 meals a day except Sundays, as this is our host families’ day off. You are
expected to provide for your own meals or eat out at a restaurant on Sundays. You will also be
provided with a large starter bottle of purified water (Agua Pura) to drink and brush your teeth with at
your host’s home. Additional water is available for purchase.

Airport Transfer: A $35 USD fee will get you transportation one way from the airport for up to
three people. You will pay this directly to your driver in USD or Quetzals.

International Airfare: Each volunteer is expected to coordinate their own airfare to Guatemala
International Airport.

Pocket Money: We are frequently asked what someone should bring for pocket money. While this
naturally varies from person to person, we feel comfortable recommending that about $15 per day be
budgeted per person for non-craft expenses such as snacks and additional bottled water.

Special Options Excursions: Zip Lining, Tikal National Park, Pacific Beach, etc. (See The Special
Options Excursions Listings section).
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All costs are planned to meet actual expenses. Neither The GOD’S CHILD Project nor La Asociación
Nuestros Ahijados make any money from your trip. We are grateful for your act of love for the poor
children, and see our role in making this volunteer experience available to you as a continuation of
our vocation.

Note Regarding Tax Credit and Tax Letters:
Project auditors and accountants have notified us that receipts for donations made to The GOD’S
CHILD Project can only be issued to the direct donor of the check. This means that if you make a
donation intended for Guatemala to, say, Good Heart School, then only Good Heart School can
extend a receipt to you for this donation. If Good Heart School donations a collection of individual
donations to The GOD’S CHILD Project, then The GOD’S CHILD Project can only extend a receipt to
Good Heart School and not to each individual donor. If you want to receive a receipt from The
GOD’S CHILD Project then you need to make your donation direct to The GOD’S CHILD Project.
Please check with your tax advisor as we do not give out tax advice. Any questions on this please do
not hesitate to ask.
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TRANSPORTATION AND SPECIAL EXCURSION OPTIONS
Arranging Transportation

The travel time between Guatemala City International Airport and La Antigua Guatemala can range
from 30 minutes to 2 hours, depending on arrival times and traffic conditions.
We can organize your transportation to and from the airport in Guatemala City. The cost of this is
$35 one-way for up to 3 people. This is paid directly to the driver. If your flight is late, this driver
will wait for you up to three hours after your scheduled arrival for your flight to arrive. You may also
call the emergency number on your GCP Emergency Contact Sheet.
When it comes time for you to return home we can also arrange for you to be met at your hotel or
host family’s home, to take you and your luggage back to the international airport.

Individual Volunteer Special Excursion Options
There a lot of great things to do in Antigua and around Guatemala! Here are a few great ideas for
things to organize during your time in Guatemala:
1. Explore Antigua! Antigua is a beautiful colonial city, with incredible architecture. Explore the
city, tour the ruins of the San Francisco Church, the Santa Clara Convent and the Cathedral.
Visit the Santa Catalina Arch, find some souvenirs at the crafts market, and visit Central Park! Be
sure to try some of the incredible restaurants too.
2. Plan a weekend trip to Panjachel and Lake Atitlan or Monterrico Beach.
3. Check out some local organized tours like a Macadamia farm tour or a village tour or even an
Avocado farm tour. For adventurous volunteers, there are also volcano hikes (though there is
always risk in hiking them!).
4. Have a relaxing spa day at one of Antigua’s beautiful spas.
5. Go zip-lining at Finca Filadelphia
• This awesome experience is a favorite of many! You can zip through the beautiful
countryside just outside Antigua.
6. Tour Tikal National Park.
• At Tikal, pyramids sit nestled among dense jungle foliage and the habitat of active
wildlife in Petén. Tikal was the capital city of the ancient Mayan Indians until it was
mysteriously abandoned around 900 AD. Only recently was it rediscovered by
archaeologists and opened to the public.
7. Visit the Agua Magic Water Park on the Pacific Ocean
• Warm and beautiful with its volcanic black sand beaches, this trip to the coast is a
popular way to relax after a hard week’s work.
Individual Volunteers are responsible for organizing their own special excursions, but feel free to ask us
for more great ideas on the best things to see in Guatemala.
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PRO-ACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT, PAYMENT OPTIONS
& THE FINE PRINT
Pro-Active Risk Management

The GOD’S CHILD Project, La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados, and the associated networked charities
actively engage in Pro-Active Risk Management to identify risks and prevent accidents which could
negatively impact on the enjoyment of your time in Central America. Throughout this Volunteer
Handbook and while your ServiceTeam is with the Project in Central America, you will find specific
and general advice and steps that discuss a specific risk we have identified that you need to be aware
of. If during the course of your time in Guatemala you spot one of these or an entirely new general or
specific risk that could affect you or others, please bring it to the immediate attention of your group
ANA group leader, as well as to The GOD’S CHILD Project’s attention by contacting
Info@GodsChild.org so we can take the immediate appropriate steps.
You will enjoy the experience of having an ANA team member with your group at most times; they
are there for your benefit and comfort. Feel free to ask their advice and engage them in conversation
as well as your activities. And please remember that while they are with you, they are professional
men and women ‘on the clock’ and as such cannot drink, lose focus and attention to their
responsibilities, cavort or meet with individual volunteers or group ServiceTeam members outside of
the work context, or accept tips or other gratuities. A violation of any of these will probably result in
their dismissal from their job, and good jobs are very difficult to come by in Central America. Please
don’t do anything that may jeopardize an ANA team member’s professional employment.
For evenings and weekends, ANA team will prepare and propose several different activities for
ServiceTeam members to partake in, including local theater, art, dancing, coffee shops, sporting events
and visits to Internet centers, among others. An ANA team member will accompany your ServiceTeam
to these specific activities, and that team member will stay with the group for the duration of the
night’s activities. For your comfort and safety, and to ensure you have a full night’s rest for the next
day’s activities, we aim to have all ServiceTeam Experience participants back at their host families by
10:00 p.m. This also allows the ANA team member to return to their families, spouse, and children
before it gets too late.
Again, for your safety and comfort, ServiceTeam participants are not allowed to leave their host family
after the evening’s activities have ended, or to explore or move around Antigua on their own, or even
in small unaccompanied groups, until local authorities get better control of the increasing crime
problem.
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PAYMENT OPTIONS
•

Payments can be made:
• Online at www.GodsChild.org using Visa, American Express, MasterCard, or Discover
• By Check or Money Order sent to PO Box 50668, Minneapolis, MN 55405

THE FINE PRINT
The GOD'S CHILD Project acts only as the agent for the suppliers and the Guatemalan charities
providing the means of transportation and all other related travel services. We assume no
responsibility, however caused, for injury, loss or damage to person or property in connection with
any service resulting directly from the following: detention, annoyance, terrorism, thefts, pilferage,
civil disturbances, government restrictions or regulations, strikes, delays and expenses arising from
quarantine, failure of any means on conveyance to arrive or depart as scheduled, discrepancies or
change in transit or hotel services over which we have no control or other financial loss whether to
persons or property arising out of certain risks and danger which may occur during your travel to, or
time in, Guatemala, including but not limited to the hazards of activities in general. We reserve the
right to make changes in the itinerary where deemed advisable for the comfort and well-being of trip
members. Tour leaders have the right to dismiss participants who may be jeopardizing the safety or
enjoyment of the tour.
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GETTING READY
Prior to Leaving
Documents needed by The GOD’S CHILD Project:
Before your group arrives in Guatemala, The GOD’S CHILD Project will need to have the following
information and form from each group member and leader:
• Registration
• Notarized Disclosure and Release
• Health Information
• Passport Copy
• Fees Paid

Documents Needed by Immigration Officials:
Immigration authorities in the United States and/or Guatemala will require that:
• Everyone has his or her own valid passport. We suggest you apply for your passport several
months in advance of your departure date. Applications may be obtained from any U.S. Post
Office.
• Passports must be valid at least 6 months after the final date of your ServiceTeam trip. For
example, if your ServiceTeam trip is from March 10-18, 2016, but your passport expires August
5, 2016 (within 6 months of your March 18 return date), you will need to renew your passport.

Government Visas
If you hold an American passport, you do not need a visa to enter Guatemala, as long as you are
staying for no more than 90 days. If you are staying for more than 90 days, you will need to apply
for a tourist visa in advance. Go on the Guatmalan consulate’s website for visa requirements.

Money Matters
•
•
•

•

The local currency is the quetzal. Exchange rate is currently Q7.70 = $1.00 (Q100 = $13).
Visa and MasterCard are accepted in the more expensive shops and some restaurants in Antigua.
ATM machines are also available, but harder to locate and generally unreliable.
Please bring down new, crisp bills and avoid bringing down $20 bills. Due to new Guatemalan
banking regulations, ANA can no longer exchange dollars to quetzal for volunteers. Therefore,
please exchange your dollars when you arrive at the Guatemala City International Airport. The
exchange counter is at the end of the terminal. For ServiceTeams ONLY: when you arrive in
Antigua, we will give you individual envelopes which you will use to lock away the quetzals
that you don’t want to use that day. If you want more the next day, you can take more out of
your individual envelopes. Individual Volunteers will need to keep track of their own money.
Notify your bank if you plan on using your debit and/or credit card while in Guatemala.
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GOOD PHYSICAL HEALTH
Volunteers should check with their personal/travel doctor or consult the Center for Disease Control
website about health requirements and precautions prior to their trip to Guatemala. In general, we
recommend that volunteers consider the following guidelines:
1) People who have problems in high-altitudes (heart, breathing, asthma etc.) should be aware
that Antigua is at an altitude of 5,600 ft.
2) Although no vaccinations are required to enter Guatemala, we recommend you consult with
your doctor and have the following vaccinations or boosters before going to Guatemala:
i.
Tetanus Toxoid or DT (a combination of tetanus and diphtheria)
ii.
Hepatitis A and B Vaccines
iii.
We do not recommend malaria pills since the risk of infection is so low
3) Prescriptions, Eyeglasses, Medical Conditions, and Allergies
i.
If prescription eyeglasses or medications are needed or taken, volunteers should
bring a written copy of their prescriptions (include the generic name). The
GOD’S CHILD Project and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados need to be informed
if you have any medical conditions [ex. allergies to food, medications, insects,
etc.]
ii.
If you usually carry around an Epipen for a serious allergy (medications, bee
stings, peanuts, etc.), please be sure to bring a supply with you.
4) Medical Care and Expenses
i.
Fortunately, Guatemala has some very good doctors and pharmacies in the
unlikely event of serious illness or accident. These can be expensive, however,
especially in the rare incident of a serious illness, accident or if medical
evacuation should be necessary. Neither The GOD’S CHILD Project nor La
Asociación Nuestros Ahijados are responsible for your health care expenses. For
this reason, you are required to purchase a short-term international health
insurance policy for the entire time you will be outside the United States. This
policy is included in your $145 USD registration fee.
5) Bugs, Food, Water, and Stomach Problems
a. Lice and fleas are two types of body parasite commonly found in Central America.
Lice
Fleas
- Most commonly found in body
- Can jump
hair
- Can be picked up from soil, other
- Spread by direct contact
people, and infected clothing and
- Cannot jump from person to
furniture
person
- Avoided by not sharing towels
- Easily killed by a special shampoo
and clothing as well as having no
which is sold OTC in both
close personal contact
Guatemala and the United States
Both lice and fleas seek out the human body so that they can draw nourishment
from small bites in the scalp (lice) and skin (fleas).
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b. Travelers should not drink tap water (including ice) or eat ready-to-eat foods sold in the
market or by street vendors. When traveling outside of the Antigua area, avoid dairy
products, ice in drinks, and “raw” foods (salads, unpeeled fruits, seafood, etc.). It is
important that you politely refuse any food or drink that is offered to you by the very
poor families with whom you will work.
c. Nausea and diarrhea can be a normal part of the experience in a new country and are
usually caused by your stomach adjusting to new bacteria. Most diarrhea go away after a
day or two. Antigua and Guatemala City have clinics where more acute cases can be
diagnosed and treated. Some people pack Pepto-Bismol, Immodium, probiotics, or some
other anti-diarrhea medicine just in case. **Recent studies have shown that the risk of
stomach problems is greatly reduced when short-term visitors pre-emptively use PeptoBismol tablets on a regular basis for the entire length of their stay in a foreign country.
A few good rules to follow to avoid stomach problems are:
1) Drink only water which you know has been boiled or chemically treated.
Although it looks clean, filtered water by itself is not safe.
• You should drink as much bottled water as possible and no less than 6 halfliter bottles per day. The old medical rule is that if your urine is not clear,
you are not drinking enough water.
2) Eat only cooked vegetables.
3) Eat only fruit that you peel yourself. Do not eat already cut or peeled fruit.
4) Eat only well cooked meat and fish. Ground meat with any traces of pink is not
cooked enough.
5) Eat only pasteurized milk or cheese.
6) Avoid cream pastries and potato or tuna salad.
If/when you develop temporary stomach problems; we will encourage you to follow the
BARTH menu until your stomach returns to normal:
Bananas,
Apples,
Rice
Toast
Horchata (rice milk).
We will also encourage you to not eat greasy foods like pizza and french fries, or drink
carbonated beverages when you are experiencing stomach problems.

Food
•
•
•
•

Avoid fruits and vegetables from the street markets. These are often cut with unclean knives and
may make you sick.
Order items at restaurants WITHOUT lettuce.
Out staff will inform you if there is anything in particular to avoid at the restaurants you go to.
Host families are trained in food preparation to minimize your risk of getting ill from their
cooking.
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Water
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drink bottled water.
You can buy water each morning from the Dreamer Center for a minimal price.
Consider buying a case to take with you to the building site.
Carry bottled water with you wherever you go.
Drink plenty of water. You will be at a higher altitude and your body needs more fluid.
Host families will have large jugs of water in their homes.

Montezuma’s Curse Gets Reversed

Dr. Bradley Conner

President of the International Society of Travel Medicine
Traveler’s diarrhea, or T.D., has ruined many a vacation, especially to high-risk destinations such as
Mexico and India. Changing the approach to treating the common ailment is an antibiotic that’s newly
approved in the U.S., but one that’s been prescribed in Europe for years. Rifaximin was given the
official OK by the FDA this past spring, and as of August it will be sold under the name Xifaxan (the
first x is pronounced like a z). What is notable about it is that, unlike bacteria-fighting drugs such as
Cipro, which enters the bloodstream and circulates throughout the body, Rifaximin remains exclusively
in the gut. If you are going to a country that’s known as a T.D. risk, your doctor might consider
prescribing Xifaxan before you leave. Some studies show that the drug could be taken in small doses
every day as a preventive measure, before you ever get sick (which is far less torturous than trying to
treat T.D. after the fact). Xifaxan is safer than Cipro and more effective than over-the-counter
medications, but travelers should remain cautious and proactive to avoid getting sick. It is always best
to drink bottled beverages, avoid foods that are washed in water, and eat only what has been freshly
cooked and is served piping hot.
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MEDICAL INSURANCE
General information:

• The insurance company, Seven Corners, must be contacted as soon as non-emergency
hospitalization is recommended.
• Seven Corners must be contacted within 48 hours of the first working day following an
emergency admission.
• Seven Corners must also be contacted if your physician recommends any surgery including
outpatient.

When reporting an incident to the insurance company, the following information is
required:

Name of Individual receiving treatment
Individual’s Insurance ID number (Located on the insurance card carried by Individual at all times.
A copy should also be in the Volunteer Office in Guatemala.)
• A brief explanation of the situation
• What type of treatment they will be receiving and where they will be receiving their treatment
•
•

After the incident is reported:

• The Individual or leader must collect all necessary documentation
o Itemized bill from the physician
o A copy of any prescriptions written
o All receipts
• The ServiceTeam leaders/Individual should be prepared to have access to emergency funds, as the
Individual receiving treatment will be responsible for initial payment of services.
• There is a deductible of $50USD, however, Individuals are responsible for the cost of all services
in Guatemala at the time of the incident.
• Claims should be mailed, along with related receipts, to:
Seven Corners, Inc.
303 Congressional Boulevard
Carmel, IN 46032 USA
Phone: 800-335-0611 OR 317-575-2652
Fax: 317-575-2256

Procedure for utilizing medical insurance in the event of a medical emergency

Monday through Friday 8 AM -5 PM:
1. La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados Volunteer Coordinator notifies The GOD’S CHILD Project staff
of incident with required information (see above)
Bismarck office /The GOD’S CHILD Project Phone Number: 1.701.255.7956
The God’s Child Project notifies the insurance provider, Specialty Risk International:
1.800.690.335.0477 (If calling from within the United States)
0.317.818.2808 (If calling from outside of the U.S.)
2. The GOD’S CHILD Project notifies the individual’s emergency contact of incident
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Weekend emergency:

1. La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados Volunteer Coordinator and/or ServiceTeam leader will be
responsible for notifying Insurance Company with required information
Insurance Provider, Specialty Risk International:
1.800.690.335.0477 (If calling from within the United States)
0.317.818.2808 (If calling from outside of the U.S.)
2. La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados Volunteer Coordinator notifies The GOD’S CHILD Project of
incident and individual’s emergency contact of incident

PACKING
Weather
Antigua Temperature: Usually 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit during the day; evenings can drop to 50
degrees Fahrenheit.
The rainy season is April - November. The rainy season generally brings periodical tropical showers in
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the late afternoon/early evening.

Luggage
Pack light - enough clothing to get you through one week
Pack comfortable - light-to-medium weight clothes
*There are laundry services in Antigua, which are inexpensive and very easy to use.
**The electrical current in Guatemala is the same as the U.S. No adaptors are needed.
In general, the airlines will allow you to check two suitcases that weigh up to 50 pounds each, but be
sure to check with your airlines. In addition, you are allowed to carry on a gym bag-sized carry-on.

We strongly encourage you to take full advantage of this too:
•
•
•

Bring extra clothing, toothbrushes, vitamins, medicines, etc. for the desperately poor children
who will soon be surrounding you.
Avoid packing any of your goods in boxes since boxes receive intense scrutiny by Guatemalan
customs agents.
Oversized duffle bags work great; check with your local army surplus store for inexpensive ones
that you can use.

If you can’t carry it on, you’re probably packing too much.
•
•
•

•

Almost all Volunteer ServiceTeams hold clothing drives in conjunction with their fundraising
activities to collect donations and gain positive public relations.
Try to limit your personal goods to what fits in your carry-on (remember, you’re going to work
with the poor, and your clothing will be washed on the weekends),
You’ll be able to check two 50 lb. suitcases filled with clothing and medicine for the very needy
children you’ll meet. [The GOD’S CHILD Project and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados may also
ask you to bring one or several pre-packed suitcases that contain clothing or other goods that
the program needs and has been waiting for.]
Extra suitcases that you bring full to Guatemala can be used to transport back to the States any
souvenirs that you or your group’s volunteers purchase in Guatemala.

You’ll need your valid passport at the airport when you leave the United States and when you enter
Guatemala.

*DO NOT PACK YOUR PASSPORT INTO YOUR CHECKED BAGGAGE!

***As in any large city, the best way to avoid crime is to reduce temptation; keep your valuables at
home. A good rule of thumb for travel anywhere is, “if you can’t bear to lose it, don’t bring it.” Even
flashy costume jewelry may attract unwanted attention. Try to concentrate on the location of all your
belongings, especially in a crowd. Consider using a money belt in which you can keep passport, credit
cards, and extra cash. The belt is like a pocket that is secured around the waist but kept inside your
shirt.
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We recommend that volunteers obtain their own telephone charge card (AT & T and Sprint are the
carriers we know that work from Guatemala) prior to arriving in Guatemala so that they can place
outgoing international calls and faxes. “1-800" calls are not toll-free when dialed from overseas. LDDS
and other store-purchased calling cards do not work from overseas. Operated assisted collect calls cost
about the same as a telephone charge card. Host families generally do not have telephones in their
homes, and are unwilling to let guests use them when they do.

International Volunteer Helpful Hints & Packing List
*Many items you may be able to share with other volunteers traveling with you.

Essential Items to Pack
•
•
•
•
•

Passport and photocopies
Cash/Debit/Travel/Credit Card
Copy of International Insurance Card
Copy of Emergency Contact Information
Travel/Flight Information

Personal Items to Consider Packing

• Pants/Shorts (Weather appropriate. Shorts must
be at least mid-thigh length. You will primarily
be working in jeans)
• T-Shirts
• Sweatshirt
• Pajamas (Conservative attire)
• Clean socks for each day
• Comfortable Walking Shoes
• Towels (Host families will have them, but
sometimes it’s nice to have extra)
• Flip Flops (For showering and around the
house)
• Toiletries
• Required Medications (Ensure original label is
still on them)
• Baby/Face Wipes
• Tissues
• Hand Sanitizer
• Chapstick/Lip balm
• Sunblock/Aloe Vera
• Bug Spray
• Q-Tips, Eye Drops, Neosporin, Band-Aids, Etc.
• Ziploc Bags for packing and keeping clean/dirty
items separate
• Rain Coat/Poncho (This is more important
during the rainy season: April-October)
• Reusable Water Bottle
• Wrist Watch
• Camera
• Journal

• Backpack or small overnight bag for weekend
trips
• Earplugs (It is common to be woken up in the
early morning hours by fire crackers)
• Battery Operated Alarm Clock

Items to Pack for the Worksite
•
•
•
•
•

Sturdy Work Gloves
Safety Goggles/Sunglasses
Brimmed Hat
Bottled Water/Small Snacks
Comfortable modest clothes that can get
dirt/paint on them
• 2 pairs of shoes (that can get dirty) to GUA in
case it rains one of the build days so you can use
the other pair the next day
• Rain Poncho
• Tissues and Baby Wipes/Purell

Donations for the House Build
•
•
•
•

Large or Small Paint Rollers
Any Size Paint Brushes
Any Size Work Gloves
Any Non-Power Tools (hammers, hack-saw,
hack-saw blades, cement trowels, wood shims,
etc.)

Gift Ideas for Host Families
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scented Lotions, Soaps, Etc.
Sunflower Seeds
Trail Mix
Washcloths, Towels, Hand Towels
Shower Curtains & Rings
Area Specific Items From Your Hometown

For the Kids (At school, worksites, etc.)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary Tattoos
Balloons
Jump Ropes
Bubbles
Stickers
Snacks/Candy
Deflated Soccer Balls

Ideas of Items to Carry with You Daily
Additional Helpful Items to Pack
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money
Camera
Baby/Face Wipes
Tissue pack/toilet paper
Hand Sanitizer
Sunblock
Bug Spray
Hat/Sunglasses
Snacks/Water

Spanish/English Dictionary
Anti-Diarrheal/Digestive Aid
Probiotics
Medications/Pain Reliever
Small Flashlight

Items to Leave at Home
•
•
•
•

T-shirts with profanity/possibly offensive material
Camouflage/military-themed clothing
Spaghetti-strap tops
Please dress conservatively and appropriate. If you plan on attending a church service/touring
their interior please note jeans/shorts/hats are not appropriate.
• Cell phones, iPhones, iPods, iPads, laptops, computers, eReaders, etc. draw a lot of attention.
Since there is a high rate of theft for technology items, we STRONGLY encourage you to NOT
bring such items.
• When in question – leave it at home. If you are concerned if something is appropriate or safe to
bring, it’s best to just leave it back home.

Suggestions and Tips from Previous Volunteers
• It’s helpful to bring all your own items in your carry-on bag, and your two checked bags can be
full of donations for the Project. It’s also helpful to contact the Bismarck or Minneapolis office to
see if they have suitcases of donations.
• Bring large bottles of body wash, shampoo/conditioner. Use them while you are there and leave
the rest for the host family.
• Hot tamales will help solidify your stomach if you are feeling slushy.
• Over the counter medications in Guatemala are not as strong as US standards. Things such as aspirin,
Ibuprofen and allergy medication are a good idea to pack. You can also donate it to your host
family or to the Project at the end of your trip.
• If you get motion sickness, it would be a good idea to bring medication. The roads in Guatemala
are very windy and bumpy. Be prepared.
• If your shoes get wet and don’t dry out overnight, putting them back on can cause you to get
sick. If you bring plastic bread bags or zip locks to put over your feet after you put your socks on
it will create a barrier between your skin and the bacteria from the wet shoes.
• Journaling – It’s best to take a little time each day to journal. So much happens that you may
forget from one day to the next.
• Wear comfortable clothes. It can get very hot, however, it is a modest country and your clothing
should be appropriate. Be sure to note what is appropriate stateside might not be in Central
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•
•

•

•
•
•

America.
Technology items: Computers, iPads, iPhones, iPods, Kindles, etc. If you do bring them, bring at
your own risk
Money – Carry small denominations of cash. It is easier for bartering in the market and then you
will not have to worry about the merchant making change. When you exchange money, ask for
small denominations. You also may want to give some money to the kids you see. The
equivalent of an American Dollar is a large amount to them. When you are giving money, candy,
or other items to children you see, remember that if there are a lot of children around and they
will all want something.
If you’d like to donate your personal products, clothes, flip flops, etc., you can leave them at The
Dreamer Center. It is also helpful to donate to the individuals you might be serving during Home
Building.
Ziploc bags are a great idea for packing and keeping your things dry. Some times of the year can
be very humid and rainy and it is easy for the items you carry with you to get wet.
There will be several people staying at your host family. Consider showering at night to give you
more time in the morning.
If you’d like to be able to make calls while in Guatemala, prepaid phones are available for purchase
at many locations and you can also purchase prepaid minutes as well. The phones can be donated
to Dreamer Center staff at the end of you trip if you choose.

Tips for for ServiceTeams during the House Build

• If you would like to bring additional equipment to help in the construction process and donate it
afterwards like paint rollers, paint brushes, your own size work gloves, aprons, hammers, hacksaw, hack-saw blades, cement trowels, wood shims, etc. these would be very useful. We do not
allow the use of power tools on site for safety reasons and out of respect for the families we are
building for.
• Drink plenty of water and bring small snacks. Lunch is provided.
• Don’t wear or bring anything that you don’t want to get dirty. Most often your shoes and work
clothes will be ruined after building due to the nature of the work site.
• The ride to your worksite will be in pick-up trucks and will be dusty. Protective eyewear is
encouraged.
• Bring 2 pairs of shoes to GUA in case it rains one of the build days so you can use the other pair
the next day.
• Bring a rain poncho in case it rains at the build site.
• Bring tissues and baby wipes/hand sanitizer for bathroom use. There are usually no bathrooms on
site as these are very poor areas.
• We encourage women to wear modest clothing on the worksite to discourage rude behavior.
The culture is very different than what we have in the United States. We have to respect their
customs.

Water
•
•

Drink bottled water. Even when brushing your teeth use the “agua pura” to ensure you do not
get sick.
You can buy water daily at the Dreamer Center or even buy a case to take with you to the work
site.
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•
•
•

Carry bottled water with you everywhere you go.
Drink plenty of water. You will be at a higher altitude and you will be working outdoors, your
body will need more fluid.
Host families will have large jugs of potable water or “agua pura” available to their guests.

Food – Tips to Avoid Montezuma’s Revenge
•
•
•
•
•

Drink plenty of bottled water. You can buy bottled water each morning from The Dreamer Center
for an affordable price.
Avoid foods from street vendors, especially fruits and vegetables. These are often cut with
contaminated knives or have been washed with tap water and may make you sick.
Order items at restaurants WITHOUT lettuce. You don’t always know how they washed their
fruits/vegetables.
Our staff will advise you if there any particular restaurants or items to avoid.
Our host families are trained in food preparation to minimize your risk of getting ill from their
cooking.

Safety Tips
•
•
•

DO NOT wear open-toed shoes on site. ONLY with host family or when at the beach. We
encourage you to avoid open-toed shoes because parasite eggs can be picked up by the dust
that accumulates between your toes.
Bathing showers will most likely have an electric shower head. DO NOT touch the
electric shower head while you are standing on a wet shower floor or while standing under a
flowing stream of shower water or you could get an electrical shock.
DO NOT place used toilet paper in the toilet bowl and flush it away. Their sewer system
was not designed to handle toilet paper. A small wastebasket will be provided in each
bathroom for the used toilet paper.

*Please remember when volunteering with The GOD’S CHILD Project sponsored programs you have
signed our disclosures and agreed to uphold all rules and policies of The GOD’S CHILD Project and La
Asociación Nuestros Ahijados. Your time with us is representative of our organization. Any prohibited
activity will result in the volunteer leaving the project at any point and returning home at their
expense.
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HOME DEPARTURE, ARRIVAL & ENTERING GUATEMALA
Departing from the United States

The only international airport in Guatemala is in Guatemala City, which is just about 35 km (22 mi), so
you/your group will be making reservations to fly into Guatemala City International Airport. Avoid
routings that don’t bring you on a direct flight from the United States or Europe, for example, avoid
flights through Mexico City. Each individual/group should reconfirm its arrival day, date, time, and
flight number with our confirmation email sent prior to your arrival. If there are any changes please let
our staff know so that team members from La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados can be at the airport to
meet you when you arrive or make necessary itinerary changes.
Your valid passport must be presented to the airline when you check-in on your flight to Guatemala
City. As of January 2014, travelers do not presently need a visa to enter Guatemala unless staying for
more than 90 days.
You may be asked to pay a $40USD Airport Departure Tax when departing from the United States.
Many airlines have included this into their ticket price. Check with your travel agent or airline to find
out if this is already included.

Arriving in Guatemala and Entering the Country

A Guatemalan Immigration Card will be given to you before you land in Guatemala City. This must be
filled out prior to passing through the immigration lines (“Migracion”) at the Guatemala City
International Airport. Once your passport has been stamped, proceed forward from immigration to
baggage claim (“Equipaje”). Once bags have been claimed, travelers must pass through Guatemalan
customs (“Aduanas”). Guatemalan customs officials typically wave tourists straight through, but on
occasion they may ask you to open your bags so that they can examine the contents more carefully.
Feel free to use their luggage carts to haul out your suitcases. Once all your belongings have been
collected and you have gone through customs, you are now free to leave the airport.
As you are leaving the customs area, look through the large glass windows and you should see us there
waving at you. If you see us, pass your baggage directly to us and not to a porter. If you don’t see us
and can’t handle your baggage by yourself, ask a porter to help you. They will expect to be paid about
$1USD per bag. Be careful to watch all of your belongings as you walk outside the airport because
there will be a lot of movement in the crowds. An Asociación Nuestros Ahijados team member will be
waiting outside for you. In the rare event you aren’t met at the airport, use a pay phone to call the
office (7832-4678), or the other contact telephone numbers that will be sent to you prior to your
arrival in the “Emergency Contact Information Sheet.”
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WHAT TO EXPECT
Slow Down and Enjoy Yourself!
Delays and changes are inevitable in every facet of daily life in Guatemala. Recognizing this,
Guatemalans are often amused by foreigners who get stressed out by breakdowns, long lines, and
glitches in organized events. “Going with the flow” is the best way to get into the rhythm of life in
Guatemala.
Many things in Guatemala may strike you as different from, and maybe even better than, the “foreign”
way. We hope this visit to Guatemala and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados will enrich and challenge
your view of the world as well as your place in it.

Be Aware, Smart, and Safe During Your Journey
Since our female volunteers are subject to sexual harassment and rude remarks in the more urban areas
of Guatemala, sexism is addressed in The GOD’S CHILD Project and La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados
orientation programs. In general, though, the best responses to unpleasant remarks or situations is to
ignore them, avoid any action that could even remotely be construed as “flirting,” don’t place yourself
in isolated or potentially dangerous situations, and NEVER walk by yourself in dark, unfamiliar, or
unpopulated environments. Should a volunteer be propositioned by an individual in the course of his
or her work, it is best to make it clear that the proposition is not welcomed. If the situation becomes
more difficult, a volunteer should make a point of never dealing with the offending person alone.
It is always best to stay together in groups of no less than three and to NEVER walk the streets alone at
night. The first concern of La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados is the safety and well-being of our guests
visiting beautiful Guatemala. We want you to have a safe and enjoyable journey -- use these guidelines
and use common sense.

Personal Enrichment
Volunteers gain an enhanced sense of spirituality and social justice through a hands-on, direct service
experience in a developing nation. The experience offers them the opportunity to live and work in
solidarity with the people of Guatemala, make a positive impact on the lives of struggling families, and
establish friendships that will last a lifetime.
Some things to expect in your volunteer experience are:
• Encountering immense human suffering
• Learning about different lifestyles and cultural experiences from the people you meet
• Recognizing the simple, yet beautiful things in life
• Gradually becoming aware of the common bonds between people
• Sharing your time, talents, and treasures with others
• Closely interacting and developing relationships with the Guatemalan people
• Becoming fatigued, frustrated, and perhaps emotionally overwhelmed
• Embracing humility
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In your volunteer experiences, you’ll learn to expect the unexpected:
• You may be exhausted from a very long day of interacting with people, and looking forward to a
good sleep - only to be kept awake all night by loud, yelping dogs.
• You may find that you need to jam 20 people into a small commuter bus made for 10.
• You may travel a long distance in order to do something very important with the people - and find
out that all you can do is sit and wait for the day to go by.
• Plans and schedules can change at any minute.
These are just a few examples of how life can be different in the developing world, and of the
frustrations and unexpected circumstances that could very well arise during your trip. The bottom line
is that life in Guatemala is something very foreign to many of us, and can be quite difficult at times,
emotionally as well as physically, but there is also no question that such experiences can be
wonderfully enriching.
For most newcomers to a different culture, the three key words to a successful experience are:

PATIENCE

HUMOR

HUMILITY

Learn to relinquish control and to simply listen to, interact with, and learn from, the people of
Guatemala.
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JOURNALING
We feel it is very important for every participant to keep a personal journal. The short time that you
will spend in Guatemala is very intense and can tend to numb people while they are actually in
Guatemala. A journal can serve as an excellent document for recording your thoughts, feelings,
experiences, and questions so that you may continue to reflect and learn from them long after your
volunteer experience is over.
Develop the habit of journaling each day, and write about everything from the weather to the
different people you meet to how you’re feeling about the day and your experience. In a way, your
journal will be the best “souvenir” you bring back with you – it will give you something you can look
back on as your process your experience.

TIPPING
There are several times during your ServiceTeam Experience trip to Guatemala where there is an
opportunity to give individual tips to people who have been particularly helpful to you.
•

•

•

Tipping is appropriate if you eat in a sit-down restaurant and the service has been good or great.
An appropriate amount to tip is 10% of the total bill. On occasion this is added. Always ask and
also always look at your bill to see if the word “servicio” or “propina” is there with a 10% addition
to the food and beverage costs.
Individual tipping is not appropriate for employees of any of the charities you will be working
with, i.e. La Asociación Nuestros Ahijados. These individuals are professionals doing their job, and
also, for every one person with whom you work directly, there are two or more people working
equally hard “behind the scenes” to make your ServiceTeam Experience possible. Please do not put
any of us on the spot by offering a salaried team member an individual tip, gift or material
consideration since an individual employee who accepts one will be in serious violation of our
team’s employment and honor code, which could result in their dismissal.
Individually or as a ServiceTeam group, you CAN make a donation to the Project’s children and
the families by giving your gift to the Project’s receptionist, Susan Castillo, who will write you a
formal receipt for your donation.
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CULTURAL

NORMS

Cultural norms that you should be aware of include the following, as we have learned from experience
with international guests:
1) Do not brush your teeth in front of other people.
2) Check to see if it’s okay for you to wear your shoes in your
host house. Some places it is, other places it isn't.
3) Do not wear sunglasses in church.
4) Do not go into a church in cut-offs, shorts, or other
inappropriate clothing.
5) Do not touch unknown local kids unless you are VERY SURE
that it is okay. There could be a terrible misunderstanding
that could be dangerous.
6) In the villages, do not touch the women. Do not even shake
their hands. When you meet or depart from someone, touch
her shoulder very lightly. Do not hug the local women in the
villages.
7) During Lent, do not walk on top of the rugs that they make
in the streets. Also, if a procession is passing by in front of
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you, do not cut through it, even if the end is a long way away.
8) If you are near a religious ceremony, do not talk or take
flash photography.
9) When you are through eating, do not put your napkin on
top of the plate. Leave it to the side of the plate.
10) If you are in the village and are offered the local food,
don't say “no” more than once. If they insist, accept it
BUT DO NOT EAT IT. They will collect it later and
probably re-use it.
11) If you are offered liquor and don't want it, you don't
have to take it. Tell them you don't drink or that your
stomach is bad.
12) If you are in a village and the parents send the children
towards you and the child bows before you, lightly touch
the top of the child's head. It is an honor, and the child is
being sent to you to ask for your blessing.
13) If you are near or in a religious ceremony, NEVER EVER
touch a religious vessel, chalice, or other holy article or
instrument.
14) If we meet with a village leader or mayor and he is carrying a
staff/pole/stick, don't touch that either.
15) If you enter into someone's home, patio, or office, take off
your sunglasses and hat.
16) If you approach a meal or a meeting, let the host sit down
first, or at least insist that you do this first, prior to your sitting
down.
17) If you have "stomach problems", walk away from the crowd
before you, uh, "express yourself".
18) If you are in a village and you are offered a local shirt to
wear, put it on right away with great acclaim for its beauty.
19) If you are in a Mayan spiritual ceremony, check and get
explicit permission before you take ANY photos. There are a few
parts that are so sacred you cannot even move or make a single
sound, much less take a photo.
20) In your host family and even more so in the village, men do
not enter the kitchen. Women can, but there would be no reason
to do so. Both sexes, when guests, should leave the dirty plates on the table. Don't stand up and
start to carry your plates to the kitchen.
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21) In a restaurant, even a fast food place like McDonalds, leave your tray and wrappings on the table
where you ate. Do not clear your own space. This is someone's job, and if you do it, that person
will be chewed out for not getting to your place fast enough, or for having let you, the customer,
do it.
22)If there is an animal in your host family, don't let it out, even if it is something like a cat or even a
chicken. This animal could very well be seen as being a family's guardian.
23)If you are naturally loud, tone it down a little indoors. Great laughter is always appreciated, but
loud talking is not.
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CLOSURE, DEPARTURE, & ENTERING THE UNITED STATES
Closure

While in Guatemala, you will come face-to-face with extreme poverty over which you
can do little, beautiful children who will continue to suffer after you have left, and
ServiceTeam members with whom you find you suddenly have developed a strong
friendship.

You will also find during your time in Guatemala that you have been changed by the
people you have met, the things you have witnessed, and the culture you have
experienced. You have been a part of a process that has changed lives and brought
hope and joy to an impoverished community.
When it’s time to leave, reflect on what you accomplished with us, in Guatemala, and
on how much you learned.
“Adios” literally means “To God”; say it as a prayer for those you’ve been with and for
the poor of our world.

Leaving Guatemala

You’ll need your passport and $3 for your Airport Departure Tax at the Guatemalan
City International Airport. Take these in your carry-on.
You will be allowed to check two 50-pound bags as well as carry-on a gym-bag sized
bag. Be sure to pack into your checked luggage any souvenirs you’ve purchased that
could be construed as “dangerous”, i.e. machetes and knifes. Multiple surprises await
those who try to bring these on an airplane.
Check in at Guatemala City’s International Airport two hours prior to your departure
time, and make sure your baggage is checked all the way through to your final
destination. You’ll still have to clear your baggage at customs when you arrive in the
United States, but you won’t have to take it to an airline counter and stand in line to
re-check it.
Also when you check in with your airline in Guatemala City:
• You will be charged an Airport Departure Tax of $3
• You will also be handed a Guatemalan immigration card which you
should fill out immediately since you’ll give it to the immigration officials
when you go to your departure gate.
When you are through checking in, make sure you have your personal papers and carryon luggage and walk downstairs to the gate that says “Migracion” (immigration). It is
here that you officially leave the country. Once you go through immigration, you cannot
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return except under extreme circumstances.

Entering the United States

Just before you land in the United States, each person will be given a U.S. customs card
by the flight attendants on your airline. You are allowed to bring home up to $400 in
purchased goods per person duty free. Group purchases can be averaged out among
everyone.
Once in the United States, your group will pass through U.S. immigration, then to
baggage claim, and then to customs. Travelers are usually asked a few questions by
customs officers and routinely waved through. Occasionally, travelers will be questioned
in greater detail by a second row of customs agents. If this happens, you’ll be asked to
open your bags so that the customs officials can look through your luggage. These
customs officials have rolls of tape that you can use to reseal your baggage. Once you’ve
passed through immigration and customs, you’ll find an airline service area right outside
the customs door. This is where you’ll check your baggage for your final flight home.
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FAQ’S

Frequently Asked Questions

1. What medications/vaccinations will I need prior to leaving?

There are no required vaccinations, however; we recommend the following:
• Tetanus Toxoid or DT (a combination of Tetanus and Diphtheria)
• Hepatitis A, B, and C vaccines
• We do NOT recommend malaria pills since the risk of infection is so low

2. What documents will I need to travel?
You will need a valid passport

3. How much does a ServiceTeam trip cost?
•
•

•

$145 USD per person for a non-refundable application and background check fee
$92.50 USD fee per person per day for the daily rate
Your daily trip fee will cover many of your necessary costs:
▪ Room and board while in Antigua, Guatemala
▪ Three meals a day (except Sunday)
▪ Construction materials and instruction for your Home Build
▪ Guided construction
▪ Limited free-time activities
▪ In-country transportation
▪ Hotel and transportation expenses of a weekend excursion
Any additional weekend excursions or trips the team may want to take

4. What will I be doing there?

ServiceTeams spend time doing a little bit of everything. They build a house as well as
volunteer at The
Dreamer Center, The Scheel Center International and Technical Training School, Albergue
Santa Madre Homeless Shelter, or Casa Jackson Center for Malnourished Infants.

5. What is the currency called in Guatemala?
Quetzal (GTQ)

6. What is the exchange rate?
$1.00 USD = 7.70 GTQ

7. How much money should I bring?

You should plan to bring about $15 USD for each day for souvenirs, snacks, water, etc.

8. What is the weather like?

The average temperature is around 75 degrees Fahrenheit. In general, the nights are quite
cool year round. In the Central Highlands (where Antigua is located) the rainy season
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lasts from April to November.

9. What is the food like?

Many traditional foods in Guatemalan cuisine are based on Maya cuisine and
prominently feature corn, chilies and beans as key ingredients.
There are also foods that are commonly eaten on certain days of the week. For example,
it is a popular custom to eat paches (a kind of tamale made from potatoes) on Thursday.
Certain dishes are also associated with special occasions, such as fiambre for All Saints
Day on November 1 and tamales, which are common around Christmas
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guatemalan_cuisine).

10. What is the time difference?

Guatemala is in the CST time zone. You can search online for the time difference
between CST and the time zone in which you are currently located.

11. Do I need to purchase an adapter to plug in my electronics?
No, the electrical current in Guatemala is the same as the U.S.

13. Will there be time to explore during my time in Guatemala?

Yes, you will be working 8 hours days and have the evenings and weekends to go on
excursions, attend cultural events, and explore the area.

14. What if I get sick while I’m in Guatemala?

Prior to leaving, you will be required to purchase a short-term international health
insurance policy for the entire time you will be outside the United States. This policy is
included in the $145 USD registration fee.

15. What else should I know?

If you have any additional questions/comments/concerns please feel free to contact
either of our U.S. offices directly:
Minneapolis, MN: (612)-351-8020
Bismarck, ND: (701)-255-7956
Or send an E-mail to: Info@GodsChild.org
www.GodsChild.org
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